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In A Ranger's Trail she explores the struggle between family loyalty, vengeance, and justice, yet examines both sides of the conflict without partiality. Thoughtful and challenging, A Ranger's Trail is an experience that continues long after the last page. REGINA JENNINGS, author of Sixty Acres and a Bride. Texas. Trails. A ranger's trail. Darlene Franklin. All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form without permission in writing from the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or reviews. Edited by Pam Pugh. Interior design: Ragont Design. Ranger Dam Burrack is a complicated man. In fact he's strange, but efficient. He trust no one, since he's dealing with the worst of the worst. Men and women whose morals and ethics have no boundaries. He doesn't travel with a partner but just him and Black Pot covering "the bad lands" which contains all types of belly sloughing critters, that includes the ones walking upright on two feet, scary dudes. But over all Ranger Burrack is a man to ride the river with. Read more. Harald g. hall. Verified Purchase. I have the entire Big Iron, Ranger series by bestselling author Ralph Cotton. A Ranger's Trail is book thirty-nine in the series. Another good read with fantastic characters. Read more. One person found this helpful. Ms. N. Hendrick, 5.0 out of 5 stars Great book-recommend.